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I. INTRODUCTION

The quality and the availability of public education have continuously been debated in this country. The most recent debate is rooted in the report of the National Commission on Excellence in Education of 1983 which found education in the United States inadequate and in need of fundamental reform.¹ Since then, problems in the educational system have been the subject of numerous publicly funded reports and programs, federal legislation, judicial review and executive action through the creation of the Department of Education. Despite the blizzard of studies, papers, programs, and statistics about the overall problem, a major difference in the quality of education provided to the "advantaged and disadvantaged" remains.² The school-age children most affected by these educational "inadequacies" continue to be those most vulnerable to discrimination and the consequences of poverty.

How a problem is framed can seriously affect how it is addressed, and the dialogue on education has generally been framed in terms of a loss of national resources and loss of productivity. Those individuals who assess the problems of education in this country appear unable to understand or unwilling to acknowledge that fundamental issues of human rights, moral choice, and value judgments are at the core of any educational policy formulation. In short, the concept of human rights is widely ignored in the United States education policy. Policy-makers fail to recognize that when issues of rights and justice are ignored, educational policy decisions become a choice among alternatives representing only conflicting
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interests and varying degrees of power among interest groups who would gain or lose as a consequence of policy changes.

Policy-makers do not speak about children as children. They do not deplore that "beautiful lives are [being] wasted," nor affirm that "[e]very child among us has a precious life and holds a precious dream." They do not proclaim the most deadly sin to be the "mutilation of a child's spirit." Policy-makers ignore that poor, minority children in this country are still denied their human right to education as well as their right to realize their full humanity.

This essay explains why education, particularly elementary and secondary education, is a human right. It explores how the United States historically ignored children's right to education. This essay identifies and discusses largely ignored moral choices and value judgments and conceptions of rights and justice underlying the distribution of educational benefits and burdens in this country. The essay also demonstrates how the application of human rights standards would require a fundamental redefinition of the issues of U.S. educational policy as well as a fundamental change in our understanding of the purpose of education.

Internationally, particularly beginning with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, education is already considered a human right. Education commissions in this country prefer to focus on inefficiencies rather than injustices. However, the existence of failing education for many children and excellent education for other children is the consequence of human decisions. These benefits for some and burdens for others are not the result of accidental or impersonal forces beyond our control. Consequently, the values and conceptions of rights and justice underlying those decisions must be identified and assessed.

The educational injustices of today are not new. In 1953, a research project entitled *The Uneducated* expressed the same concerns about the lack of quality education in the United States. The authors of *The Uneducated*, in carefully chosen words, found that although this country's

---

efforts to provide “an ever-higher level of education for the mass of the population” are “unique and largely successful,” certain parts of the country and particularly “certain groups” did not share in those educational efforts.\(^9\)

The authors of The Uneducated cited the “wastage of manpower” during World War II as irrefutable evidence that inadequate education in certain areas had serious consequences and that the country as a whole no longer could disregard these regional deficiencies as only local community or state responsibilities.\(^10\) The report identified the southern states and specifically the Southeast as the most educationally deficient areas.\(^11\) In an alarmingly frank statement, the authors attributed the “general disinterest” in the “educational problem” of the Southeast to “the fact that in that area so many of those affected by poor educational facilities were Negroes.”\(^12\)

Although today’s jargon is different, the themes of The Uneducated have remained unchanged over the years. The inadequately educated are “handicapped persons” who cannot function effectively as citizens, workers or soldiers. The solution requires improving the quality of education, and the federal government plays a major role in that improvement.\(^13\)

The heralded study, A Nation At Risk maintains that national goals are needed to provide common direction for educational improvement in all states.\(^14\) The key goal, however, remains pragmatic and job market directed. In the words of the National Educational Goals Panel,\(^15\) the setting of national goals “focused debate on what we needed to do in order to ensure that our students and our future workforce would be prepared to meet the technological, scientific, and economic challenges of the 21st century.”\(^16\) An internationally competitive workforce is necessary to keep United States businesses competitive in an increasingly global marketplace. The poorly educated place business at a “‘terrible competitive disadvantage’” and jeopardize the national defense by requiring the armed forces to “spend millions of dollars on remedial

---

9. Id. at 12.
10. Id. at 3, 12, 227.
11. Id. at 233.
12. Id. at 227.
13. Id. at 235.
16. Id. at 2.
education in basic skills such as reading, writing, spelling, and computation.  

Thirty years after The Uneducated, the National Commission on Excellence in Education stated that, among other things, twenty-three million adults, thirteen percent of all seventeen-year-olds and up to forty percent of all minority youth were “functionally illiterate.” The suggested solution to this problem was to raise academic standards in the pursuit of educational excellence.

Since the publication of The Uneducated, the main difference is that persons in major cities and some poor rural areas, in addition to a significant part of the population, have been deprived of an education. Those “Negroes” that comprised the “certain groups” category in The Uneducated changed in name only. They are now labeled even less personally as “disadvantaged,” “urban poor,” and “urban underclass” in poor “inner-city” schools.

II. THE COURTS: A BASIC EDUCATION IS ENOUGH

In the 1973 landmark decision of San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez, the Supreme Court held that education was not a constitutional right. The Court acknowledged the “undisputed importance of education” but refused to place education among those rights that were explicitly or implicitly protected by the Federal Constitution. In the United States, education is not a right granted to individuals by the Constitution or a right recognized in individuals because they are human. In fact, as Justice Marshall noted in his dissenting opinion to Rodriguez, the Supreme Court “has never deemed the provision of free public education to be required by the Constitution.”

Rodriguez concerned a constitutional challenge to the Texas system of financing public education. The state of Texas provided all school districts with state education funds but permitted local school districts to supplement those state funds with revenues obtained through ad valorem
Some districts were property-rich and some were property-poor, resulting in significant disparities in available “enhancement” revenues and significant differences among districts in expenditures for each child’s education. Those who sought to have this financing system declared unconstitutional relied on the necessity of education for the intelligent exercise of the explicit constitutional right of free speech and the implicit constitutional right to vote. The Court did not dispute the existence or essential nature of that connection but asserted that “we have never presumed to possess either the ability or the authority to guarantee to the citizenry the most effective speech or the most informed electoral choice.”

The Court emphasized, moreover, that there was no claim that the state’s system of financing education resulted in an “absolute deprivation” of public education to any of its children in property-poor districts. Rather, the plaintiffs merely charged “that they are receiving a poorer quality education than that available to children in districts having more assessable wealth.” The majority was persuaded that the state’s system provided each child with an opportunity to acquire the “basic minimal skills necessary for the enjoyment of the rights of speech and of full participation in the political process.” The majority further stated that the state’s system assured a “basic education” for all children in the state.

The state argued that its financing plan provided an adequate education for all children in the state. The majority agreed that there is no basis for a finding of interference with any fundamental right “where only relative differences in spending levels are involved. . .” As Justice

24. Id. at 6-7.
25. See id. at 7-9 (describing how the school funding system created disparities in available funds in the 1940s). Even after the legislature tried to remedy this situation, the disparities remained. See id. at 15-16.
26. Id. at 35 n.78 (“Since the right to vote, per se, is not a constitutionally protected right, we assume that appellees’ references to that right are simply shorthand references to the protected right, implicit in our constitutional system, to participate in state elections on an equal basis with other qualified voters whenever the State has adopted an elective process for determining who will represent any segment of the State’s population.”).
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32. See id. at 16-17.
33. Id. at 37.
Marshall noted, the majority ruling made it constitutional for a state to vary the quality of education it offered its children according to the wealth of the school. Marshall criticized the majority for its "unsupportable acquiescence in a system which deprives children in their earliest years of the chance to reach their full potential as citizens." He questioned "the opportunities lost and the talents wasted for want of a broader, more enriched education [when children were] forced to attend an underfunded school with poorer physical facilities, less experienced teachers, larger classes, and a narrower range of courses than a school with substantially more funds - and thus with greater choice in educational planning." Marshall also raised the question of "how much education is 'enough' to excuse constitutional discrimination," given the majority's reference to "a basic education for every child" - or what Marshall called "some unspecified amount of education which evidently is 'enough.'" Rodriguez raised the issue of the varying quality of education that the state made available to its children. In Marshall's words, it is "of little benefit to an individual from a property-poor district to have 'enough' education if those around him have more than 'enough.'"

After Rodriguez, many litigants looked to the language of their state constitutions when challenging inequities in public school education. In what commentators refer to as the first wave of that litigation, plaintiffs argued that variations in school funding violated the Equal Protection Clause of the Federal Constitution - an argument denied by the Supreme Court's decision in Rodriguez. The second wave of litigation centered on the equal protection and education clauses of state constitutions. The majority of those cases, like Rodriguez, held that the unequal funding of school districts did not violate state equal protection clauses.

When the equal protection argument failed, the plaintiffs in a third wave of cases asked the courts to interpret and apply the usually vaguely
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40. Id. at 114 n.72 (Marshall, J., dissenting).
42. See id. at 1153-57.
43. Id. at 1157.
44. Id. at 1159-62.
worded education clauses of state constitutions in a different way. These cases focus on the adequacy, not the equality, of education.\textsuperscript{45} Rather than seeking a reduction of the disparities in spending among districts like the first two waves had done, third wave plaintiffs concentrate on the sufficiency of school funding and contend that there is a "constitutional floor" of "minimally adequate education" to which all public school students are entitled.\textsuperscript{46}

More specifically, these new plaintiffs seek a definition of what constitutes sufficient education. The Education Article of the New York State Constitution, for example, states only that "[t]he legislature shall provide for the maintenance and support of a system of free common schools, wherein all the children of this state may be educated."\textsuperscript{47} In 1982, the New York State Court of Appeals read this language to require the State to provide a "sound basic education" to students in the State's public schools.\textsuperscript{48} Thirteen years later, the court of appeals, instead of specifying what the constitutional mandate of a sound basic education required, provided the State Supreme Court with a "template" to be used in determining if the constitutional obligation was met: "whether the children in the plaintiffs' districts are in fact being provided the opportunity to acquire the basic literacy, calculating and verbal skills necessary to enable them to function as civic participants capable of voting and serving as jurors."\textsuperscript{49}

The court of appeals did conclude that children are entitled to "minimally adequate physical facilities and classrooms which provide enough light, space, heat, and air to permit children to learn," "to minimally adequate instrumentalities of learning such as desks, chairs, pencils, and reasonably current textbooks," and "to minimally adequate teaching of reasonably up-to-date basic curricula such as reading, writing, mathematics, science, and social studies" conducted by "personnel adequately trained to teach those subject areas."\textsuperscript{50} Given the court's repeated use of the terms "adequate," "basic," and "minimally adequate" to describe the education to which the state's public school students were entitled, the New York Supreme Court agreed that the

\textsuperscript{45} Id. at 1162.
\textsuperscript{47} Id. at 482 (citing N.Y. Const. art. XI, § 1).
\textsuperscript{49} Campaign For Fiscal Equity, 86 N.Y.2d at 317-18.
\textsuperscript{50} Id. at 317.
Education Article did not require a "state of the art" education or incorporate "the highest aspirations of educators."51

However, the New York Supreme Court rejected the contention that a "sound basic education" means only "an education sufficient to allow high school graduates simply to serve as jurors and voters."52 The court instead held that the "sound basic education" mandated by the Education Article "consists of the foundational skills that students need to become productive citizens capable of civic engagement and sustaining competitive employment."53

The "template" provided by the New York State Court of Appeals is consistent with the decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court and other state courts holding that federal and state constitutions entitle children in public schools to an opportunity for an education that is "basic" or "minimally adequate."54 Even the most ambitious state court definition of what constitutes an adequate education uses the adjective "sufficient" to limit the quantity and quality of the education that must be provided.55

51. Campaign For Fiscal Equity, 719 N.Y.2d. at 483.
52. Id. at 484.
53. Id. at 487. The New York Supreme Court observed: "[m]ost state courts that have examined the substantive right to education under the education clauses of their constitutions have recognized both civic participation and participation for employment as the basic purposes of public education." Id. at 486.
54. See Timothy D. Lynch, Note, Education as a Fundamental Right: Challenging the Supreme Court's Jurisprudence, 26 Hofstra L. Rev. 953, 973 (1998)(stating that "[e]ven where courts have found that their states have created unequal educational opportunities that work to the express disadvantage of many poor children, there has not been a substantial change for the better for the poor children the courts intended to benefit").

Another study of state litigation concluded "that without the guidance of the United States Supreme Court, there has been no consensus among the state courts as to what constitutes an acceptable non-discriminatory system of public school finance. In addition, the courts have also demonstrated difficulty in determining what constitutes an 'adequate education.'" Frank J. Macchiarola & Joseph G. Diaz, Disorder in the Courts: The Aftermath of San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez in the State Courts, 30 Val. U. L. Rev. 551, 570 (1996).
55. See Rose v. Council For Better Educ., Inc., 790 S.W.2d 186 (Ky. 1989). The Supreme Court of Kentucky held that:

A child's right to an adequate education is a fundamental one under our Constitution. The General Assembly must protect and advance that right. We concur with the trial court that an efficient system of education must have as its goal to provide each and every child with at least the seven following capacities: (i) sufficient oral and written communication skills to enable students to function in a complex and rapidly changing civilization; (ii) sufficient knowledge of economic, social, and political systems to enable the student to make informed choices; (iii) sufficient understanding of governmental processes to enable the student to understand the issues that affect his or her community, state, and nation; (iv) sufficient self-knowledge and knowledge of his or her mental and physical wellness; (v) sufficient grounding in the arts to enable each student to
Minimum or basic education, however, is not enough to live a fully human life.

Twenty years before Rodriguez, the authors of The Uneducated understood that it was not the lack of opportunity for any schooling that was the cause of illiteracy but rather the quality of the schooling children received. The Rodriguez majority did not explain what it meant by the "basic minimal skill" level of education sufficient to reject the constitutional challenge in that case.

The U.S. Army first used the term "functional literacy" in World War II to indicate the basic capability to understand military instructions. The Army defined the functionally literate as those who were able "to comprehend bulletins, written orders and directives"; possessed sufficient language skills "to use and understand the everyday oral and written language necessary for getting along with officers and men"; were able to understand their pay accounts, laundry bills and "conduct their business in the PX [post exchange]"; and were able to adjust to military training and army life.

This basic level of education is sufficient for survival because it enables a person to perform vocationally and provides the elementary social skills necessary to function in society. Education by rote, repetition, and literal comprehension does not develop the capacity to draw inferences, to generalize, to criticize, to reflect on one's place in the world, to transfer and apply what was learned to other situations, to see things from new perspectives, or to distinguish the desirable from the undesirable.

appreciate his or her cultural and historical heritage; (vi) sufficient training or preparation for advanced training in either academic or vocational fields so as to enable each child to choose and pursue life work intelligently; and (vii) sufficient levels of academic or vocational skills to enable public school students to compete favorably with their counterparts in surrounding states, in academics or in the job market.

Id. at 212.

56. See GINZBERG & BRAY, supra note 8, at 232-33.
58. GINZBERG & BRAY, supra note 8, at 69-70.
Effective participation in a democratic society requires more than a basic level of education and literacy. In a democracy, a person needs more than "enough" education to participate effectively in social and economic systems. The level of literacy, which defines education as basic occupational, voter, and consumer skills, promotes passivity and acquiescence. It is not enough to comprehend and follow rules. Democracy works only when a person is able to make what one expert calls "second order" informed, reasoned judgments about the desirability of those rules. Such judgments require "competency above and beyond the ability to carry out limited interpersonal and specific occupational responsibilities."

Ten years after the Supreme Court's decision in Rodriguez, the National Commission on Excellence in Education blamed low standards and the adherence to minimum requirements for much of the country's poor educational performance. The Commission found that "[I]n some metropolitan areas 'basic literacy' has become the goal rather than the starting point" of education. The report criticized public school systems for setting academic standards too low and for expressing "our educational standards and expectations largely in terms of 'minimum requirements'" rather than pursuing excellence in education. The Commission set a goal of "develop[ing] the talents of all to their fullest."

In 1989, the fifty state governors met in an education summit and proclaimed a goal of excellence that would enable "all children [to] reach their highest educational potential." Ten years later, the National Education Goals Panel also rejected standards that call for "minimal competency." In 1998, a group of influential educators, business leaders and policy-makers issued A Nation Still At Risk, an educational reform "manifesto" that called for the "true equality of opportunity that results from providing every child with a first-rate primary and secondary education."

The entitlement was not only to an equal opportunity for education

61. De Castell, supra note 59, at 11.
62. See id.
63. Id. at 11-12.
64. A Nation at Risk, supra note 1, at 14.
65. Id.
66. Id. at 13 (emphasis added).
67. Bitensky, supra note 17, at 557 (citation omitted).
69. A Nation Still at Risk, supra note 2, at 25.
but also to an education of excellent quality – not an equal opportunity for some “basic” amount of education or an equal opportunity for only some children to an excellent education. A Nation Still At Risk joined many others in deploiring the “huge” gaps in education “between advantaged and disadvantaged students” that “handicap[] poor children in their pursuit of higher education, good jobs, and a better life.” In sum, these manifesto writers maintain “that education has become a civil rights issue.”

But this perspective is too limiting. Education is more than a civil right. It is a human right.

III. INTERNATIONAL DECLARATIONS: EDUCATION IS A HUMAN RIGHT

Human rights are a species of moral rights which all persons possess simply because they are human, and not because these rights were earned or acquired by special enactments or contractual agreements. Michael Perry maintains that the concept of human rights consists of two parts. According to the first part, “every human being is sacred” and, according to the second part, because every human being is sacred, “certain things ought not to be done to any human being and certain other things ought to be done for every human being.” Without entering the relative versus universal debate, Perry further asserts that human beings are all alike at least in some essential respects. Furthermore, there is a need to “ensur[e] greater openness and sensitivity to different cultural contexts in the implementation of human rights standards.”

Human beings are sacred: they are inviolable, they have intrinsic dignity and worth, and they are ends to themselves, not to be used for the fulfillment of others’ purposes. For many, the belief that human beings are sacred is an inescapably religious conviction. Some believe that human beings were created in the image of God. Some further believe, as the Declaration of Independence states, that “all Men are created equal” and “are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights.”

70. Id.
71. Id. at 26.
73. Id.
74. Id. at 65.
75. Id. at 83 (citation omitted).
76. David T. Ozar, Rights: What They Are and Where They Come From, in PHILOSOPHICAL ISSUES IN HUMAN RIGHTS: THEORIES AND APPLICATIONS 9-10
Whether religion-based or not, many find the sacredness of human beings one of the unique features making them special among all other beings. A human being is more than a parcel of matter or an element in nature.\textsuperscript{77} Human beings make their own decisions and have their own purposes.\textsuperscript{78} They are not merely sensors of the world responding to stimuli.\textsuperscript{79} Humans' ability to reason makes them knowers, judgers, creators, and communicators who can “put information together to form generalized truths about the world [and] [t]hey use these truths to understand each new situation that arises.”\textsuperscript{80} They “are also able to reshape the world and to share their experiences of the world with one another in language, symbol, and culture.”\textsuperscript{81} Humans should therefore be treated as originators, shapers, and builders of human communities.\textsuperscript{82}

At the foundation of human rights is the idea that every human being is sacred, and has certain responsibilities to all other humans.\textsuperscript{83} Such responsibility is necessary because “the good of every human being is an end worth pursuing in its own right because every human being is sacred.”\textsuperscript{84} Although the dignity of the human person arises from their sacredness, it means little unless they possess rights, including the basic right to be respected.\textsuperscript{85}

In general, rights are claims on others (individuals and governments) that oblige them to refrain from doing anything that interferes with the exercise of those rights or to take action to promote, implement, and enforce those rights. The rights people need to live a human life include those that a government must not invade (negative rights) and those that a government must provide or promote (positive rights).\textsuperscript{86} Consequently, human rights are drawn in part from the “classical ‘civil

\textsuperscript{77} See Maritain, supra note 76, at 2.
\textsuperscript{78} See Ozar, supra note 76, at 10.
\textsuperscript{79} See id.
\textsuperscript{80} Id.
\textsuperscript{81} Id. at 11.
\textsuperscript{82} Id.; Maritain, supra note 76, at 4-7.
\textsuperscript{83} Perry, supra note 72, at 51.
\textsuperscript{84} Id. at 60.
\textsuperscript{85} See Maritain, supra note 72, at 65.
and political’ rights of non-intervention [by the state] in the lives of private citizens” – for example, the right to liberty, speech, assembly, association, religion and equality before the law. Human rights also include economic, social, and cultural rights, which oblige states to intervene and ensure subsistence, physical security, safety and health, housing, education and other positive rights.

A modern revolution in the international law of human rights began after World War II. Condemnation of the atrocities that shocked the conscience of most of the world led to an international consensus that one of the principle purposes of the United Nations was to advocate and protect human rights. International human rights law formally established education as a human right, beginning with the issuance of the United Nations Charter in 1945.

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) adopted by the UN in 1948, is still the central document in the international law of human rights. The UDHR sets forth the human rights that people need to be fully human, that is, “not only to live but to live with dignity …. ” Eleanor Roosevelt, who played an integral role in drafting the document, warned that human rights would have little meaning unless they were enforced in the places people lived, worked and went to school.

---


88. See id.


Where, after all, do universal human rights begin? In small places, close to home—so close and so small that they cannot be seen on any maps of the world. Yet they are the world of the individual person; the neighbourhood he lives in; the school or college he attends; the factory, farm or office where he works. Such are the places where every man, woman and child seeks equal justice, equal opportunity, equal dignity without discrimination. Unless these rights have meaning there, they have little meaning anywhere. Without concerned citizen action to uphold them close to home, we shall look in vain for progress in the larger world.
22 of the UDHR provides that everyone has a right to the "economic, social and cultural rights indispensable for his dignity and the free development of his personality." 93 Article 26 affirms not only that "[e]veryone has the right to education" but also that "[e]ducation shall be directed to the full development of the human personality." 94

To clarify the rights proclaimed in the UDHR and to provide for their implementation, the United Nations subsequently drafted two covenants, one on economic, political and cultural rights, 95 and the other on civil and political rights. 96 Those two covenants, completed in 1966, together with the UDHR and the optional protocol, constitute the International Bill of Human Rights. 97 Article 13 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights reaffirms the right to education that has as its objective "the full development of the human personality." 98

In 1988, a United Nations Working Group drafted the Convention on the Rights of the Child, which became effective in 1990. 99 The convention explicitly treats a child "as an active subject of rights and not only as the object of special protection and assistance." 100 The Convention specifically established a child's right to an education that focuses on "[t]he development of the child's personality, talents and mental and physical abilities to their fullest potential." 101

The UDHR, the International Covenant on Economic and Cultural Rights, the Convention on the Rights of the Child, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and other human rights treaties and declarations all guarantee every person the right to be free from

---

93. Universal Declaration of Human Rights, supra note 7, at 5.
94. Id. at 6.
100. Action in the Field of Human Rights, supra note 97, at 55.
discrimination. The Convention Against the Discrimination in Education,\textsuperscript{102} adopted by the General Conference of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) in 1960 is relevant. The Convention Against Discrimination in Education considers discrimination in education to be a violation of the rights set forth in the UDHR.\textsuperscript{103} The Convention refers to all types and levels of education, the standard and quality of education, and the conditions under which it is provided.\textsuperscript{104} The Convention asserts that discrimination in education includes lower standards for any group or person as well as poor learning conditions for any group or person.\textsuperscript{105} The Convention also compels states that adopt its provisions to undertake all necessary measures to ensure that "[e]ducation shall be directed to the full development of the human personality...."\textsuperscript{106} Such states are also committed to ensuring that all public education institutions have equal standards and learning conditions.\textsuperscript{107}

IV. WHY EDUCATION IS A HUMAN RIGHT

Although the United Nations is long on lists of human rights, it is often short about the foundations of human rights in moral and political thought. For example, education is repeatedly asserted as a human right, but without careful explanation of why it is a human right. It is necessary to justify and substantiate education as a human right, particularly in a society such as ours where education is seen mainly in utilitarian and instrumental terms as a skill needed for both economic and social success.

The author of \textit{A History of the Freedmen's Bureau}\textsuperscript{108} found a religious motivation behind the freed slaves' desire for the learning so long forbidden: "In learning to read he... was entering a Mystery which seemed almost holy."\textsuperscript{109} As one ex-slave exclaimed: "[y]ou can read. JOHN GREEN, YOU ARE A MAN!"\textsuperscript{110} John Green understood that a

\textsuperscript{103} \textit{Id.} at 101.
\textsuperscript{104} \textit{Id.} at 102.
\textsuperscript{105} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{106} \textit{Id.} at 104.
\textsuperscript{107} \textit{Id.} at 103.
\textsuperscript{108} GEORGE R. BENTLEY, \textit{A History of the Freedmen's Bureau} (1955).
\textsuperscript{109} \textit{Id.} at 170.
\textsuperscript{110} \textit{Id.} (citation omitted).
lack of education represented a denial of part of his own humanity. The ability to read helped make John Green aware of his full humanity. Literacy was the beginning of self-awareness. It was the beginning of education for becoming more fully human, “for the affirmation of men [and women] as persons,” and for understanding that they are not things to be possessed or used by another.111

Only human beings are introspective: they are able to examine, contemplate, and reflect on their own minds, perspectives, emotions, and actions. Human beings require the basic rights of subsistence and physical security to enjoy other rights. Humans also need education to develop their capacity to understand and reflect more completely on what and who they are and what they are doing. Education is a basic right necessary to realize and exercise other rights.112 Paulo Freire explained that, men and women are unfinished, incomplete beings, who are aware of their own incompletion and are always in the process of becoming.113 Their education must be ongoing.114

Education is a uniquely human experience that enables men and women to understand themselves, to discover their potential, to understand one another better, and to move toward a fuller human life.115 In Freire’s words, people have a vocation to be more fully human which “is not the privilege of some few men, but the right of every man.”116 Education that provides a negligible amount of knowledge and skill, enough only to make a person employable, leaves individuals not “all that much above the animal level.”117 The victims of such education generally become “unreflecting, unrecording, time-bound, humans” who cannot, or are conditioned not to, separate themselves from what they do and merely adapt to the demands of the world in which they exist.118 These individuals live far less than a fully human life.

Ex-slave John Green needed more than legal emancipation to live a fully human life. His self-determination could not begin without self-
knowledge and could not grow without the flowering of his rational and intellectual life and the development of the life of the spirit within him. The humanizing education to which all human beings are entitled satisfies a fundamental aspiration for self-development and autonomy.\textsuperscript{119} Autonomy is essential to a fully human life and depends in great part on a strong education that affirms men and women as decision-makers and inspires and promotes their creative presence in the world.\textsuperscript{120}

Although humans are "autobiographical," the pursuit of full humanity cannot be carried out in complete isolation, that is, in what would be an individualism of "tragic isolation of each one in his own selfishness or helplessness."\textsuperscript{121} A fully human life is realized only in community and in communion with other persons in the world. The good of the community, however, is the common good of human persons. Human life is neither entirely personal nor exclusively communal.\textsuperscript{122}

Education that enables people to become more fully human also enables men and women to critique their existence. Education enables people to participate with others "in a way of being in the world," conscious not only of what and who they are but also of their human heritage and history.\textsuperscript{123} That does not mean, however, that they would accommodate themselves to an unjust world. The education that people need enables them to be subjects who know and act rather than objects that are acted upon. Their future is not something to be received passively or submissively but should be created by them.\textsuperscript{124} Those individuals who are more conscious of their humanity and the humanity of others, more aware of their rights and the rights of others to be respected as human persons, and more aware of their right to fulfill their own destinies are much more likely to cooperate to make a good society and to "struggle against the obstacles to their humanization."\textsuperscript{125} When a person is "[p]rovided with the proper tools for such an encounter," he discovers himself, realizes his potential, and "wins back his right to say his own word, to name the world."\textsuperscript{126}
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The importance of human rights "in international relations and international moral discourse means that almost every [nation] now finds it necessary to claim to be upholding human rights whether they are or not." 127 It is hypocrisy at least to engage in human rights talk without action which often takes the form of "self-righteous posturing" and selective condemnation of human rights violations.128 As Freire writes: "[t]o glorify democracy and to silence the people is a farce; to discourse on humanism and to negate man is a lie."129

The history of mankind is proof enough that human life is cheap. Human lives have been and continue to be abused and wasted. Many children in our country are treated not only as if their lives are cheap and do not matter but also as if they are not members of the human race. Among these children are the minority students who exist at the margin of the educational system. They are the "educationally ‘handicapped’"; the "disadvantaged" who are lazy and not "motivated" to learn or, more bluntly, they are "savages" or "animals" who are uncontrollable and unteachable.130 However, these children, particularly black children, are labeled and believed to be "inherently inferior."131 These beliefs are not of recent origin. As Thomas Sowell states:

Virtually every black child who has grown up in this country over the past 300 years has been told, by word or deed, that he is inferior intellectually, that the expectations of those around him are geared to his lack of capacity, that when he shows progress it is something of a fluke, and that when he persists in showing progress he is something of a freak.132

This racial inferiority doctrine was used to justify some of our greatest moral wrongs, including the violation of these children’s human rights. The doctrine is invoked in one form or another primarily because it blames the victims for their plight; these children are at fault, not the educational system. The twisted conclusion is that these children are the
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pathology of an otherwise healthy and just society. This violation is complete when the children become convinced of their unfitness and their life is suppressed.

V. THE GAP BETWEEN IDEALS AND PRACTICE

Based on his experiences teaching in an elementary school in Harlem, Herbert Kohl concluded that "[c]hildren who fail, whose lives are miserable, are made that way in and out of school because of some form of injustice." Kohl maintained that all teachers are required "to hone [their] skills and refuse to believe there is one child destined for failure." Kohl also believed that each teacher had a responsibility "to act politically in the name of his or her students for the creation of a just world where children can do rewarding work and live happy lives." Everyone is responsible for respecting and promoting the human right of all children to education. There is, however, a great gap between rhetoric and reality, between ideals and practice. Many children are concentrated in the most poverty-stricken school districts in the country. These children still receive an education that is separate and unequal almost fifty years after the Supreme Court, in Brown v. Board of Education, held that even when physical facilities and other "tangible" factors were equal, state-mandated school segregation based on race itself "generates a feeling of inferiority" in children "that may affect their hearts and minds in a way unlikely ever to be undone." The Court found separate educational facilities to be inherently unequal, but did not assert any right of children to equality of educational resources. The Court found publicly funded schools unequal, yet it did not address the associated disparities in the quality of education available to white and black children. The schools that minority children attend are still segregated racially and are still unequal in quality and resources in part because school funding across the nation is dependent predominately on local property taxes.

The Rodriguez Court upheld these systems for funding education based on property taxes. One year after Rodriguez, the Court in
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Milliken v. Bradley\textsuperscript{141} sharply limited the power of federal courts to achieve racial balance in schools by ruling that the courts could not remedy \textit{de facto} segregation not caused by an explicit government policy.\textsuperscript{142} As Justice Douglas stated in his dissent to \textit{Milliken}, "[t]oday's decision, given \textit{Rodriguez}, means that there is no violation of the Equal Protection Clause though the schools are segregated by race and though the black schools are not only 'separate' but 'inferior.'\textsuperscript{143}

The inferiority of most "separate" schools is well documented. Slavery ended over 130 years ago, yet black children remain subject to inferior education in both segregated and integrated schools.\textsuperscript{144} Freed slaves and their children had a desire for education so strong that it has been described as "unabated," and "amounting almost to a passion."\textsuperscript{145} Another commentator described the freedmen's "regard for schooling" as having "almost a religious nature."\textsuperscript{146} Congress created the Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen and Abandoned Lands in part to help ex-slaves attain the schooling they desired:

In the first fever of freedom, colored men, women, and children thronged around the teachers who had come to give them the magic of reading and writing. Their classes convened indoors and outdoors, under live oaks and magnolias, in barracks and church basements and army hospital buildings. [In one school] the colored children prepare for their writing lesson by kneeling on the floor and putting their copybooks on the benches they had deserted. Having to improvise desks, they [looked as if] "they were all saying their prayers."\textsuperscript{147}

It was a hopeful and exciting time and the "toll of school bells across a land that had never heard such sounds was in itself revolutionary."\textsuperscript{148} The period of hope did not last for many reasons. These reasons are as real today as they were then. The Freedmen's Bureau had insufficient financial resources,\textsuperscript{149} and the Bureau and its allies were unable to attract
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and retain enough competent teachers. Many of the teachers "shared the standard racial assumptions of the day." School buildings were dilapidated. Often, there were few useful books and other materials for the children. Finally, there was an overwhelming pupil to teacher ratio.

It was widely accepted that education, although separate, was equal for black and white children. This myth ignored the reality of unheated cabins and tar paper shacks passing as school buildings for black children; out-dated, previously used, hand-me-down text books from white schools; substantially lower pay for teachers and administrators who taught black students; black children subjected to over-crowded classes, poor curricula, and poorly prepared teachers. States, particularly southern states, spent "very much more for white pupils than for Negro pupils, and they [spent] the smallest amount for Negro pupils living in [rural areas]."

For certain underprivileged children, education was the one great hope of escaping dehumanization. One hundred and thirty years later, education for children of color remained largely unchanged. Jonathan Kozol wrote about the "tenacity and courage" of Black children who went to school with some "trust that they are going to be treated fairly" only to have their wills broken and their trust betrayed. What else could be expected with so little change in the available education? Black children still use old and biased textbooks. Often black children have only basic items such as crayons and paper, because churches or benefactors pay for them out of their own financial resources. In addition, there are few books in Black children's school libraries.
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Furthermore, black children have less access to physics, chemistry and language labs, which are inadequate when available. Furthermore, black children have less access to physics, chemistry and language labs, which are inadequate when available.163 “Enrichment” opportunities for Black children are rare.164 Black children received their education from the largest number of uncertified and inexperienced teachers,165 and learning is difficult for these students due to overcrowded classrooms.166 Black children have classes in unsafe and deteriorating buildings,167 and have limited pre-school opportunities.168 “Apartheid education,” as Kozol calls it, with schools separated racially and economically, “are fearful mechanisms for apportionment of destinies.”169 Many people would consider the apartheid system in South Africa as a massive and systematic violation of the most basic human rights. Inferior education for non-whites was integral to that system.

What made the education inferior in apartheid South Africa was exactly what has made education in the United States inferior: treatment of children from certain groups as inferior; overcrowded classrooms; dilapidated school buildings; no textbooks or books that are out-of-date or need to be replaced; overburdened teachers; unqualified teachers; and teachers and administrators who are disinterested or even hostile.170 Inferior education was readily acknowledged as a violation of human rights in apartheid South Africa. In the United States, however, it is characterized, at most, as a misfortune and inefficiency.

A. Injustice Not Misfortune

The Rodriguez Court asserted that it was “inevitable that some localities are going to be blessed with more taxable assets than others.”171 This assertion suggests that benefits and burdens in a society are distributed, not by some group’s or government’s deliberate allocation of
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income and wealth to particular people, but rather by the interaction of a multitude of impersonal forces and circumstances over which people have no control – possibly, even by chance or luck.

The consequences for people in such a system are neither intended nor foreseen. It is futile to demand justice of such a process when there is no answer to the question of who has been unjust. A victim of the system would not be able to identify an individual or group to assert a just complaint. Instead, justice is not only allegedly irrelevant, but in the words of a distinguished economist, "social justice' is simply a quasi-religious superstition." This is a value system that disassociates misfortune and fault. The world is "full of uncaused events, littered with things that are just one of those things." In the scramble to disown responsibility for the suffering of others, evil is found only in the "blamable other."

The denial of education, which children need to live full human lives, however, is not a misfortune, it is an injustice. This denial is a violation of their rights as human beings. This violation is not caused by uncontrollable forces or bad luck. Rather, it is caused by the deliberate moral choices, and the political and economic choices, made by certain communities pursuing their own self-interest and the self-interest of their children. Those individuals in wealthy school districts, for example "have a major stake in preserving the lifetime advantages that their privileged, though tax-supported, schools offer their children."

There is no accident or error here. There is something brutal and selfish in this nation that permits human rights violations to be

172. Kozol, supra note 3, at 247. In commenting on a neighborhood minister's reaction to this theory, Jonathan Kozol writes:
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committed against children of certain groups.\textsuperscript{178} Some identify it as “greed, racism, political cowardice and public apathy.”\textsuperscript{179} Others view it as an attempt to defend and retain the economic, political and social advantages and privileges that whiteness has embodied in this country.\textsuperscript{180} The lack of concern for the plight of non-white children may be explained by the same reasons that led to the end of the benevolence given the Freedmen’s Bureau’s educational efforts: “the negro suffers from the magnitude of the undertaking, from his remoteness from view, and the general disposition among mankind to let everybody hoe their own weeds so long as they don’t shade one’s own garden.”\textsuperscript{181}

Some reasonably wealthy individuals forget their own vulnerabilities. They become passive beholders of the humiliation of others, even children. They are complacent about injustice when it is not inflicted on them. If we can prevent or oppose wrongs, but are simply indifferent and do nothing to prevent them, we contribute to injustice. This passive injustice goes beyond the usual legalistic or adjudicatory model which defines injustice as the violation of established rules by actively unjust people. It recognizes that inactive or passive individuals contribute to injustice by turning away from actual or potential victims.\textsuperscript{182}

The lack of concern for the education of certain children manifests itself in different ways, each with its own rationalization. Some people avoid the public system completely. They enroll their children in private schools, wanting only the best for their children regardless of the expense. Others close their eyes to what they choose not to see, and wish to avoid contact with it in their private lives.\textsuperscript{183} Still others point to the “little miracles,” those heroes who succeed despite their disadvantages, as evidence that anyone can do it if they are willing to work hard.\textsuperscript{184}
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These individuals do not ask why low income black children and others like them should have to be heroic to achieve what other children have the opportunity to achieve without heroic efforts.\textsuperscript{185} In short, the fault lies with the children and not with the advantaged.

Finally, there is the “throwing money at it does not solve the problem” justification for opposing any increase in taxes on those who reside in wealthier school districts. These objections are often raised if a tax increase would be used to pay for improvements in poor school districts. After describing the woeful facilities at Camden High School in New Jersey, Jonathan Kozol told an audience in Princeton that, if they did not believe money made a difference, they should let their children go to school in Camden beginning in the first or second grade. Kozol observed, “[w]hen I say this, people will not meet my eyes. They stare down at the floor . . . ”\textsuperscript{186}

Analysis of the reasons and the motivation for committing or tolerating the violation of a child’s right to education reveals no “public conviction that the most deadly of all possible sins is the mutilation of a child’s spirit.”\textsuperscript{187} Instead of outrage at the devaluation of the lives of others’ children, there is rejection by the “more fortunate” of any attempt to extend more justly to others the income security and opportunities they enjoy.
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187. Kozol, supra note 6, at vii (quoting Erik Erickson). Karl Polanyi wrote of the comfortable classes: “[i]nitially, there may have to be a reduction in their own leisure and security, and, consequently, their freedom so that the level of freedom throughout the land shall be raised.” KARL POLANYI, THE GREAT TRANSFORMATION 254 (1944). In Freire’s words:

Formerly they could eat, dress, wear shoes, be educated, travel, and hear Beethoven; while millions did not eat, had no clothes or shoes, neither studied nor traveled, much less listened to Beethoven. Any restriction on this way of life, in the name of the rights of the community, appears to the former oppressors as a profound violation of their individual rights – although they had no respect for the millions who suffered and died of hunger, pain, sorrow, and despair.

FREIRE, supra note 111, at 39.
There is an understanding that actively preventing children from pursuing their full humanity (or passively permitting that to happen) is an act of violence.\textsuperscript{188} This action reads these children out of the human race by conceiving of them as impersonal abstractions and treating them as disposable rather than as human persons with human rights and human dignity. That "is surely among the greatest of all moral wrongs."\textsuperscript{189}

\textbf{B. Education Only for Jobs}

The intense debate about whether values should be taught in public schools reveals little sense of history or understanding of education. Values were always and continue to be an essential and unavoidable part of education.\textsuperscript{190} All systems of education want to produce a certain kind of human being.\textsuperscript{191} Therefore, they must embody social philosophies or values that underlie their purposes. Public education in the United States historically supported and promoted the objectives and values of the dominant economic, political, and religious groups.

Public schools in this country never took the lead in advocating fundamental change in the existing social or economic order. On the contrary, there is a utilitarian theme to U.S. public education, always emphasizing job-oriented training (and the associated values of respect for authority, efficiency, success and competitive individualism) that business and industry need to compete at home and in global markets. Public education in this country is a good investment for employers.\textsuperscript{192}

This close relationship between education and U.S. business became even closer during the Cold War when education became the "indispensable means by which the United States could regain and keep supremacy over the Russians in science and technology."\textsuperscript{193} Now that the Cold War is over, education is the indispensable means for preparing our future workforce "to meet the technological, scientific, and economic challenges of the 21st century" so the nation can remain internationally competitive.\textsuperscript{194}

Although humanization involves much more, it must include the ability
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to make a living, to obtain food, clothing and shelter. A person prepared to meet these basic needs, will enjoy greater employment opportunities, economic rewards and likelihood of success or getting ahead. Education is an important and legitimate instrument for obtaining subsistence and physical security as part of living a more complete life.

When education for children is designed primarily as a means to get jobs, it becomes merely an instrument for adapting children to fill various roles in the economy. Education becomes narrow and utilitarian. Children are taught reading, writing and computation as practical skills essential for subsistence in the economy. They are prepared for the more specialized job training they will receive upon entering the labor force. They are socialized to develop habits and attitudes required for participation at workplaces. Completion of this education gets them the credentials they need to become employable.\(^{195}\)

This technocratic approach to education results in a preoccupation with receiving “value for the education dollar” and with bottom line concerns that are “cost-effective” and “outcome oriented.” Education as an investment is considered successful only if the economic pay back is some multiple of the dollars put into it. It is investment not in children as children but “in a later incarnation of the child as a ‘product’ or ‘producer.’”\(^{196}\) Children are valued “only as a ‘necessary prologue’ to utilitarian adulthood.”\(^{197}\)

If economic return on investment is the purpose for educating children then we need to ask “[w]hat if a future generation of geneticists, economists, or both, should come to the conclusion that [certain] children . . . don’t offer a sufficient payoff to a corporation’s bottom line to warrant serious investment?”\(^{198}\) The answer seems obvious because when applied to education, the economic jargon “return on investment” is a utilitarian standard for determining the “relative value” of children. The concept in its essence is contrary to children’s human rights and to their education as a human right. As Kozol writes about the humanity of the children he came to know in a South Bronx, New York school:

Pineapple and Elio are not “preparatory people.” They are complete and good in what they are already; and their small but mystical and interesting beings ought to count for something in our estimation without any calculation as to how they someday may, or may not, serve the economic interests of somebody else.
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or something else when they are 25 or 30. Mariposa is not simply 37 pounds of raw material that wants a certain “processing” and “finishing” before she can be shipped to market and considered to have value. She is of value now, and if she dies of a disease or accident when she is twelve years old, the sixth year of her life will not as a result be robbed of meaning. But we can rob it of its meaning now if we deny her the essential dignity of being seen and celebrated for the person that she is.\textsuperscript{199}

The common pattern of education for poor black children has been to prepare them for inferior positions in the economy.\textsuperscript{200} Someone must perform bottom-level jobs, and as the authors of The Uneducated found fifty years ago: “a man’s willingness to serve in the infantry is inversely correlated with his education.”\textsuperscript{201} At an early age many children are locked “into the slots that are regarded as appropriate to their societal position.”\textsuperscript{202}

Many parents of “disadvantaged” children are aware of the differences between the nature of the education their children receive and that available to other children:

They know that “business math” is not the same as calculus and that “job-readiness instruction” is not European history or English literature. They know that children of rich people do not often spend semesters of their teenage years in classes where they learn to type an application for an entry-level clerical position; they know these wealthy children are too busy learning composition skills and polishing their French pronunciation and receiving preparation for the SATs. They come to understand the process by which a texture of entitlement is stitched together for some children while it is denied to others. They also understand that, as the years go by, some of these children will appear to have deserved one kind of role in life, and some another.\textsuperscript{203}

This is the education of a minimal existence. It is justified as “realistic” given the circumstances in which these children and their parents exist. Yet how different is this “realistic” education for limited career
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objectives from the education made available 140 years ago to newly freed slaves intended to prepare them for the kinds of lives they would lead in the post-Reconstruction South? The nature and purpose of that education were also based on the "realistic" conclusion that "black equality simply would not be possible in the foreseeable future . . . ." 204 Such education prepared blacks to be servants, farm laborers, and industrial workers. 205 Even for the sake of argument and accepting the technocratic approach as a legitimate primary purpose of education, at no point in our history has the United States "seriously intended blacks to achieve social and occupational equality with whites through education." 206

C. The Value Choices of the Supreme Court

In the Rodriguez decision, the majority of the Supreme Court protested that it was "not the province of this Court to create substantive constitutional rights in the name of guaranteeing equal protection of the laws." 207 In support of this assertion, the majority cited Justice Harlan’s admonition in an earlier case that when a statute affects matters not mentioned in the Constitution, the Court would become a "super-legislature," 208 if the justices on the basis of their own views of the importance of the specific issues involved felt entitled "to pick out particular human activities, characterize them as ‘fundamental,’ and give them added protection under an unusually stringent equal protection test." 209

The influence of the values of decision-makers, including judges, is a vastly neglected subject. As Justice Benjamin Cardozo observed over eighty years ago, "[t]here has been a certain lack of candor in much of the discussion of the theme, or rather perhaps in the refusal to discuss it, as if judges must lose respect and confidence by the reminder that they are subject to human limitations." 210
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The orthodox doctrine was (and apparently still is in some quarters) that judges did not create law but merely discovered preexisting legal rules and principles and applied them to new situations.\textsuperscript{211} Cardozo asserted, however, that he and his colleagues “do not pick our rules of law full-blossomed from the trees.”\textsuperscript{212} He maintained that there is judicial choice, not submission to some allegedly apolitical and inevitable fate.\textsuperscript{213} Cardozo argued, that “jurisprudence is more plastic, more malleable, the moulds less definitely cast, the bounds of right and wrong less preordained and constant, than most of us . . . have been accustomed to believe.”\textsuperscript{214}

Judges’ choices between the logic of one principle over the logic of another is not impossibly objective but is influenced by “inherited instincts, traditional beliefs, acquired convictions” that result in an outlook on life\textsuperscript{215} as well as “the likes and the dislikes, the predilections and the prejudices, the complex of instincts and emotions and habits and convictions, which make the man, whether he be litigant or judge.”\textsuperscript{216} Cardozo believed that “[w]e [as judges] may try to see things as objectively as we please. None the less, we can never see them with any eyes except our own.”\textsuperscript{217} Consequently, “[t]he decisions of the courts on economic and social questions depend upon their economic and social philosophy.”\textsuperscript{218} This was true, Cardozo maintained, whether the judge was considering “a village ordinance or a nation’s charter.”\textsuperscript{219} Even when interpreting the Constitution, within the confines of precedent and what Cardozo called the “open spaces” in the law, judges’ choices move with a creative freedom.\textsuperscript{220} In sum, “[t]he law which is the resulting product is not found, but made.”\textsuperscript{221}

As the majority in \textit{Rodriguez} noted, the right to education is not among the rights explicitly mentioned in the Constitution.\textsuperscript{222} The majority said that the question was whether a right to education was
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implicitly guaranteed by the Constitution. That required the judges to fill in that interstice in the Constitution – in other words, to create law by deciding if education was or was not a fundamental right. It is in such gap-filling situations that judges have the most freedom to exercise personal discretion to choose among available alternative values and outcomes.

Over the years the Supreme Court selectively incorporated into these open-ended provisions of the Constitution a large number of diverse implied, or non-textual rights by deeming there to be a nexus between them and the Constitution. Non-textual rights include: the right to interstate travel; the right to procreate; the right to vote in state elections; the right to appeal from a criminal conviction; the freedom of association; the right of privacy; the right of choice in marital

223.  See id. at 33. As Marshall put it, “[t]he task in every case should be to determine the extent to which constitutionally guaranteed rights are dependent on interests not mentioned in the Constitution. As the nexus between the specific constitutional guarantee and the nonconstitutional interest draws closer, the nonconstitutional interest becomes more fundamental . . . .” Id. at 102-03 (Marshall, J., dissenting). In Brennan’s words, “‘fundamentality’ is, in large measure, a function of the right’s importance in terms of the effectuation of those rights which are in fact constitutionally guaranteed.” Id. at 62 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
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relations; the right to choose to have an abortion; the right of free access to the courts; the right to an open criminal trial; and the right of married couples to use contraceptives. The contents of these rights are "scarcely at all specified" in the Constitution as written but have been defined by judges' conscious value preferences, including their conceptions of justice, reasonableness, custom, fair procedure, and equality before the law. A "myth of objective principles often masks subjective judicial preferences." 

Justice Marshall challenged the Court to be open about the bases of its choices in cases involving implicit constitutional rights. In his dissent in Rodriguez, for example, Marshall said that the Court would give the appearance of being a "super-legislature" as long as "it continues on its present course of effectively selecting in private which cases will be afforded special consideration without acknowledging the true basis of its action."

In Rodriguez, the majority chose not to deem education a fundamental right. The majority also chose to pull back from previous decisions
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indicating that poverty alone could constitute a "suspect classification" requiring strict judicial scrutiny of legislation affecting the rights of people living in poverty.\textsuperscript{242}

VI. CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

To understand that education is a human right is to understand that the problems of education in this country and the proposed solutions are inextricably interconnected with issues of morality, justice and values. Fundamental issues of human rights, justice and morality must be addressed and resolved before any reconstruction of the educational system is attempted. What is excused as misfortune must be recognized as injustice and what has been dismissed as the status quo must be traced to the action or inaction of the unjust.

A just society, particularly one with the economic resources of the United States, would not choose to reject any of its children. A just society would treat each of its children as an "unprecedented wonder"\textsuperscript{243} and would be committed to enabling them to realize their potential for living a full human life.\textsuperscript{244} Each child would be recognized for the person he is; his presence on this earth would be treated as an "uncondition[al] blessing."\textsuperscript{245}

This recognition and celebration of life is the core principle of human rights. It was recognized by a Freedmen's Bureau commissioner who urged that the freed people in the Bureau's schools be "treated as men with immortal souls rather than as beasts of burden or machines for pulling cotton."\textsuperscript{246} More than 100 years later, Thomas Sowell similarly noted that the "only common denominator among the successful schools [in the black community/ghetto] was that the students were treated like human beings and everything was geared to the expectation that they would succeed."\textsuperscript{247} The children understood that they were important in and of themselves.\textsuperscript{248}
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Conscious choices violate the human rights of certain children. Yet human rights constitute the most essential moral claims that all human beings can assert. They confirm the sacredness of human beings and their intrinsic dignity. Human rights are entitlements. The great disparity in the amount of money spent for some compared to that spent on the education of other people’s children is a measure of how little certain children are valued as human beings. As a result, a message is sent that those children “deserve to be neglected [and] to be surrounded by a blatant lack of respect.”

A solution to this problem will require the problem solvers to know what it is like for children to grow up rejected and shunned by the dominant society, what it means and does to them, and whether they think they deserve to be treated that way. As Kozol asks, “[w]hat is it that enables some of them to pray? When they pray, what do they say to God?” Other previously ignored questions must also be answered:

how certain people hold up under terrible ordeal, how many more do not, how human beings devalue other people’s lives, how numbness and destructiveness are universalized, how human pity is at length extinguished and the shunning of the vulnerable can come in time to be perceived as natural behavior . . . . How does a nation deal with those whom it has cursed?

Others wonder about the impact of long-standing devaluation on both the children devalued and on those responsible for that devaluation: “[a]fter all that has happened, in history and in our own time, can black people still be seen with empathy and without sentimentality as human beings with aspirations and potential that deserve fulfillment?” Andrew Hacker maintains that persuading Americans to care about children other than their own is imperative because indigent children are looked upon as a burden.

Where is the public indignation at the abuse of innocent children who have done nothing wrong? Despite a “reverence for fair play” and a “genuine distaste for loaded dice” in the United States, Kozol maintains
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that in the realms of education, health care and inheritance of wealth, fairness is not evident. In those areas, Kozol says, "we want the game to be unfair and we have made it so; and it will likely so remain." If our motives can be judged most accurately by our actions or inaction, Hacker and Kozol's perceptions are on the mark. Many in our country, including children, are isolated in helplessness while others choose to isolate themselves by their own selfishness. It is a selfishness that consists not only of an unwillingness to redistribute resources to others in need, but also of a deliberate perpetuation of an unfair distribution of the benefits of the educational system which secures advantages in society.

Americans pride themselves on their morality. The "American Creed" is the ideological foundation of the nation, encompassing the ideals of the inherent dignity of the individual human being, and of the fundamental equality of all, as well as "inalienable" rights to freedom, justice and fair opportunity. All of these ideals are reconciled within the framework of the common good. These are the elements of a democratic creed that, although pre-dating the United States, represents the "national conscience." The creed is the basis for the realization of the "American Dream," which in addition to being a dream of wealth has also "been a dream of being able to grow to fullest development as a man and woman" to benefit "the simple human being of any and every class."

In 1944, Swedish economist Gunnar Myrdal characterized U.S. race relations as an "American Dilemma": the moral dilemma of the disparity between ideals and actual behavior. It is tragic that any such gap remains after all of these years. Yet, it is not unrealistic to believe in and work for change unless those with economic and political influence are completely hypocritical. The civil rights and women's rights movements in this country are among the precedents that justify some optimism and hope.

No matter how discouraging the prospects for fundamental change in the educational system, it would be even more irresponsible to fail to act. If human rights violations are to end, then the moral choices that
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underlie those violations and the values that influence those moral choices must be changed.\textsuperscript{261} Without that change, we will continue merely to remodel on a faulty foundation. Despite commentaries about the futility of trying to reverse these choices, fundamental change is possible and one of the many reasons for that change is the ability of challengers to redefine a policy issue.

Acceptance of education as a human right changes our understanding of the essential purpose of education and requires a fundamental and thorough redefinition of education policy. The primary objective of education policy would become compliance with the rights of \textit{all} children to the type and quality of education needed to live full human lives rather than, as now, conceiving of education as merely a utilitarian instrument for maximizing payoff for those who invest in it – or for those who can afford the type of education most likely to provide the greatest return on investment. It puts into sharp historical and cultural perspective the fact that since the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1945, nations from all over the world have recognized education as a human right while our own Supreme Court does not consider education to be even a constitutional right.

It may be that domestic human rights issues go unacknowledged by the public because of the myth that the United States is a paragon of human rights observance. As human rights become more important in international relations, this country is vulnerable to charges of hypocrisy for attempting to maintain a “facade of championing human rights when it does not protect the rights of its own citizens.”\textsuperscript{262} Despite the rhetoric about the sanctity of human rights, hypocritical or not, it is likely that most people in this country comprehend human rights only in the context of such egregious human evils as genocide or systematic torture. Beyond that there is little understanding of the meaning, significance and implications of human rights.

All education systems want to produce a certain kind of human being, and values have always been an essential and unavoidable part of education. Ironically, therefore, the redefinition of education policy

\textsuperscript{261} Myrdal, \textit{supra} note 205, at xlvii. Myrdal quotes John Dewey as saying:

Anything that obscures the fundamentally moral nature of the social problem is harmful, no matter whether it proceeds from the side of physical or of psychological theory. Any doctrine that eliminates or even obscures the function of choice of values and enlistment of desires and emotions in behalf of those chosen weakens personal responsibility for judgment and for action.

A Human Rights Perspective On U.S. Education

issue requires education. From the time they start school, children need to learn about human rights and to respect the human rights and dignity of all people regardless of race, color, language, gender, or faith. Human rights education needs to occur at all levels from elementary school through college or university.

Promotion of internationally recognized human rights principles emerging in international law, moreover, would educate our judiciary as well as the public. These international human rights principles pose a growing challenge to what some experts consider the isolation and provincialism of U.S. courts. Given the influence of values on judicial decision-making, these human rights principles provide an important source of law for U.S. courts to use in the interpretation of the Constitution, including filling in the gaps in constitutional protections. To ignore those principles is to express indifference to them and expresses a willingness to put the United States in direct conflict with international law.

No attempt is made here to spell out the details of a curriculum or the content of specific course subjects needed to enable people to live full human lives. However, a quality education is about reading, writing, computing, communicating, imagining, thinking, reasoning, creating, participating, questioning, analyzing, challenging, judging, and changing. It is about the unprecedented wonder of each and every human being, the rights and duties of each other. It is about history and heritage as well as partaking in cultural stories and heritage. It is about sharing all the intellectual adventures at the heart of civilization. It is about morals and ethics and the content of character. It is also about participating in decisions that affect one’s life.

A quality education must not be indoctrination in an “Aren’t-We-Americans-Just-Dandy curriculum” as Theodore and Nancy Sizer called it. Education needs to have a global perspective with an understanding of all peoples, their cultural heritage, values, problems and ways of life. Education needs to be about human solidarity, respect for human dignity, the equal rights of all human beings, and justice and equality for all people.

There is no reason that can justify the perpetuation of human rights violations to education: not transparent appeals to the democratic principle of local control of education (it would be a perverted
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democracy that commits or tolerates violations of the human rights of children); not a state’s use of local control as an excuse rather than as a justification for interdistrict inequality;\textsuperscript{266} and not the federal government’s evasion of the duty by hiding behind the myth that education is exclusively a state and local matter in this country.\textsuperscript{267}

A just society would not tolerate anything less than the end of these violations of our children’s human right to education. Of course, our willingness to end these violations depends on the type of a society we desire and what kind of people we want to be.
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